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Making Sites Rough and Loose: A Soil
Adjustment Technique
DAVID POLSTER
Rough and loose surface treatments (Polster 2009) provide an effective way to control erosion and
create conditions that promote the revegetation of the site. By creating topographic heterogeneity
(Larkin et al. 2008) the rough and loose surface configurations provides increased diversity of habitats
therefore improves ecological resilience (Holling 1973). This brief document shows how sites can be
made rough and loose to gain these ecosystem benefits and initiate natural successional processes
(Polster 1989).
Rough and loose surface configurations (Photographs 1 and 2) can be achieved by using an excavator to
open holes on the slope, dumping the material that is generated from the holes in mounds between the
holes. The excavator, using a digging bucket (not clean-up), takes a large bucket full of soil and places
it to the left of the hole that was just opened, half a bucket width from the hole so it is half in and half
out of the hole. A second hole is then excavated half a bucket width to the right of the first hole.
Material from this hole is then placed between the first and second holes. A third hole is now opened
half a bucket width to the right of the second hole, with the excavated soil placed between the second
and third holes. Care should be taken when excavating the holes to shatter the material between the
holes as the hole is dug. The process of making holes and dumping soil is continued until the reasonable
operating swing of the excavator is reached. The excavator then backs up the width of a hole and
repeats this process, being sure to line up the holes in the new row with the space between the holes
(mounds) on the previous row.

Photograph 1 (left) and 2 (right). Rough and loose surface configurations can be made using an
excavator on slopes up to 2:1 or 26o. Large areas can be treated for a cost of about $700/ha.
Rough and loose surface treatments can be used in confined areas as well as in large open areas
(Photograph 3). These treatments are ideal for recovering hydrologic integrity on resource access roads
and where unauthorized access by motor vehicles (“quads” and “dirt bikes”) is causing ecological
degradation. The rough and loose treatments can be used on coarse textured substrates and can be
applied in areas where potentially droughty conditions dictates that planting be conducted on north
facing slopes (Photograph 4).

Photograph 3 (left) and 4 (right). Forest access roads and other small areas can be treated using the
rough and loose technique (left) as well as areas with coarse substrates (right) such as this old
dam site with alluvial boulders, cobbles and gravels.
The rough and loose treatment provides ideal conditions for live staking (Polster 2006) as the soils are
loose so the stakes can be planted deeply and roots can grow unencumbered by compaction (Photographs
5 and 6). Live staking can be used to establish pioneering species such as Balsam Poplar and Willow.
Two meter long cuttings inserted one meter into the substrate allows substantial root systems to develop
and fosters successful establishment of these species.

Photograph 5 (left) and 6 (right). Live staking in the rough and loose soils of this tailings pond is
easy and allows the cuttings to grow rapidly (right, start of 2nd year growth for cuttings)
The rough and loose surface treatments provide ideal microsites for seeds to lodge in and for seedlings
to grow (Photograph 7, 8 and 9). Where local conditions provide ample seed, a diversity of native
species will naturally establish. In general, these species will be appropriate for the sites where they
establish so that moisture loving species will establish in the bottoms of the holes while species that
favour dry sites will be found on the tops of the mounds. This species diversity enhances ecosystem
resilience.

Photograph 7 (left), 8 (centre) and 9 (right). A variety of local forest species have established within
a year of treatment on a rough and loose forest road on Salt Spring Island.
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